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Human bone is one of the most vulnerable tissues in human bodies. In the life-time of a lot of people, bone tissue is commonly expe-
rienced with bone fracture and other bone pain symptoms especially in sports activity [1-3]. Bone-induced human disable is one of the 
leading causes for morbidity and mortality of senile patients. 

Bone disease treatments and recovery strategies need multidisciplinary therapeutic measures-coverage of surgery, drugs, assistants 
and other healthcare efforts [3-6]. Paying more attention on nursery services for bone-treatments and recovery is necessary and indis-
pensable. With these items of healthcare efforts, patient’s overall conditions can be easier eased [7-10]. 

In addition to physical activity of nursery services, spiritual support and accompany from nurses are also very important. They can 
relax patient’s mental tensions, psychiatric symptoms (anxiety and agitation), pathological conditions (pain alleviation) and prevent 
further cardiovascular deterioration. It looks like yoga and light exercises treatments (physical, spiritual and mental improvements) [11]. 

Previously, the therapeutic benefits were totally attributed to the performance of surgery, drug and device [3]. 

According to more recently ideology, nursery activity and services are an in-separately part of disease treatments. In the past, few 
statistically therapeutic evaluative models contain such medical category. Update math-therapeutic modality should contain such variable 
[12].

In summary, high quality nursery activity and service can impact bone disease treatment and recovery-including positive outcomes 
of surgery recovery, pharmaceutical efficacy, patient’s psychological conditions, cardiovascular health, pain alleviation and sleep quality. 
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